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ABSTRACT In the near future, the number of Internet connected objects is expected to be between
26 - 50 billion devices. This figure is expected to grow even further due to the production of miniatur-
ized portable devices that are lightweight, energy, and cost-efficient. In this article, the entire IoT-fog-
cloud architecture is modeled, the service placement problem is formulated using Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) and the total power consumption is jointly minimized for processing and networking.
We evaluate the distributed processing paradigm for both the un-capacitated and capacitated design settings
in order to provide solutions for the long-term and short-term basis, respectively. Furthermore, four aspects
of the IoT processing placement problem are examined: 1) IoT services with non-splittable tasks, 2) IoT
services with splittable tasks, 3) impact of processing overheads needed for inter-service communication and
4) deployment of special-purpose data centers (SP-DCs) as opposed to the conventional general-purpose
data center (GP-DC) in the core network. The results showed that for the capacitated problem, task splitting
introduces power savings of up to 86% compared to 46% with non-splittable tasks. Moreover, it is observed
that the overheads due to inter-service communication greatly impacts the total number of splits. However
much insignificant the overhead factor, the results showed that this is not a trivial matter and hence much
attention needs to be paid to this area to make the best use of the resources that are available at the edge of
the network.

INDEX TERMS IoT, energy efficiency, fog computing,MILP, IoT service placement, resource provisioning,
resource allocation, Internet of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION
The number of objects connected to the Internet is growing
at unprecedented levels, thereby leading to the concept of
the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2]. In 2011, this num-
ber surpassed the world’s population, and soon intercon-
nected objects are expected to range between 26 billion to
50 billion devices [3], [4]. This increase is directly related
to the technological advancement in the past decades that
enabled the production of miniaturized portable devices that
are lightweight, energy and cost-efficient together with the
widespread use of the Internet and the added value organi-
zations and individuals can gain from IoT devices. Multi-
tudes of IoT applications have the potential to transform all
aspects of life, some already exist while others are yet to be
realized. The massive amounts of data produced if processed
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centrally by conventional clouds would lead to slow decision
making and increased pressure on the already overwhelmed
network. Autonomous vehicles, for example, are reported to
generate data that is in the range of 1 GB per second [5].
Transporting all of this data to the cloud for processing is
prohibitively costly in terms of bandwidth requirements and
energy efficiency [6]. In the past, the focus of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) was primarily fix-
ated on performance only. Little or no attention was paid
to the amount of power ICT based components consumed
and consequently their adverse impact on our environment.
The focus has now shifted towards energy efficiency, due to
the rising cost of electricity, resource scarcity, and increasing
emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) [7]. It is reported that
CO2 emissions due to ICT technologies are increasing at
an alarming rate of 6% per year. Given this growth rate,
the Internet can become responsible for up to 12% of the
global emissions by 2030, and cloud data centers which are
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at the heart of the IoT are one of the major components
of ICT [8].

In this direction, distributed processing has been proposed
by industry and academia as an effective approach to curb the
pressure imposed by the formidable scale of the IoT [9]. Fog
computing, for instance, is a variant of distributed processing
which promises to tackle the aforementioned challenges by
utilizing the already available computational, storage, and
networking resources for the processing of IoT data at the
edge of the network [10]. In this article term fog is used inter-
changeably with distributed processing. Oftentimes, decision
making can be made better and quicker if the collected data is
processed closer to the source [11]. Currently, fog computing
is still in its infancy and a standardized architecture has yet to
be agreed. Thus alternative IoT architectures are increasingly
being studied in the research community in terms of efficient
resource management and the interplay between the edge
devices (fog) and the core (cloud), since fog is regarded as
a powerful complement to the cloud [12]. A proper resource
management scheme is crucial in the fog, as services can
be placed in an energy inefficient server or even further
from the source node which results in higher communication
latency [6]. Since contemporary fog devices have limited pro-
cessing, storage, and communication capabilities, offloading
services to more resourceful clouds or even fogs becomes
a necessity [13]. It is expected that through cooperation
between fogs and the centralized cloud, a more efficient and
greener computing platform can be achieved [14].

Generally, in a fog architecture, a large number of devices
exist at the edge of the network, which collectively provide
enormous amounts of computational power, that, if used, may
help in curbing the unnecessary data exchange between the
IoT and the centralized cloud [15]. These devices are hetero-
geneous in terms of resources. This poses many challenges in
the optimum design of architectures, protocols, and hardware
of future IoT based networks. Hence, proper resource man-
agement and network design frameworks are needed [16].
These should take into account important dimensions such
as but not limited to energy efficiency, due to its impact
on our environment [17], resilience, due to mission-critical
services [4], [17], [18] and end-device cooperation due to
traffic bifurcations which lead to inter-service communica-
tion [9], [19]. Fog based solutions have been proposed to
improve various performance metrics such as energy, latency,
QoS, etc. through various approaches in terms of resource
allocation [12], [20]–[25] and architectural design and plan-
ning [15], [26]–[32]. The reader is referred to the works
in [17] and [33], for architectural design imperatives of fog
networks and a detailed taxonomy of fog based solutions,
respectively.

The work in this article benefits from our previous pro-
posals for improving energy efficiency in a variety of areas
such as big data processing in core networks [34], [35], core
network optical architectures [36]–[38], server disaggrega-
tion in data centers [39], cloud content distribution in core
networks [40], storage and caching in IPTV networks [41],

network coding in core networks [42], NFV and big data in
cellular networks [43], [44] and IoT virtualization, service
embedding and fog in IoT based networks [45]–[49]. More-
over, the work in this article builds on the service placement
optimization in [21] and extends the work by a) introduc-
ing a practical network architecture in which the entire IoT
infrastructure is considered, which is composed of elements
in the IoT, access, metro, and core layers, b) considering
multiple IoT sites allowing to capture the impact of vary-
ing dynamics of source nodes’ distribution, c) introducing a
generic MILP formulation that is independent of the type of
processing and/or networking technologies which allows for
a holistic focus on energy-efficiency from the IoT network
operators’ perspective and developing a real-time heuristic
to approximate the output of the MILP model, d) evaluating
the impact of server packing through the prospect of task
splitting, e) studying the impact of CPU overhead needed
for inter-service communication on the total number of splits,
f) deploying SP-DCs in the core as opposed to the traditional
GP-DC, and g) casting the service placement problem into
multiple design settings and evaluating solutions for both the
long-term and short-term basis. One of our main contribu-
tions in this work is the inclusion of the optical core network
to provide access to the Cloud DC which is currently not
supported by any of the aforementioned studies in detail.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the related work. Section III presents

the proposed architecture followed by the MILP formulation
of the service placement optimization problem. Section V
presents and discusses the performance evaluation of the
proposed model. The fog approach is evaluated in both
un-capacitated and capacitated settings for IoT services with
splittable and non-splittable tasks. Also, the performance of
the fog approach is further examined by deploying SP-DC
in the core network. Section VI focuses on the impact of
CPU overhead on the total number of task splits. Section VII
concludes the contributions of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
The focus in the literature has shifted towards making the
whole IoT infrastructure energy efficient [26] as opposed to
optimizing only individual layers namely the device layer,
access layer, or the cloud. The works in [27] and [28]
proposed the use of Passive Optical Networks (PONs) to
extend cloud and fog services closer to the user premises,
respectively. Optical based networks are expected to become
increasingly important to support edge and fog computing in
the next decades. Although no algorithmic or optimization
model was proposed, nevertheless, detailed discussions were
provided on how the architecture in question can improve
QoS and how different distributed fog resources located in
the user premises can efficiently be managed. The authors
of [26] proposed an energy-efficient IoT architecture inwhich
sensors’ sleep intervals are predicted based on their remaining
battery level and as a result resources of the cloud can be
better utilized by re-provisioning them when the sensory
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nodes are in sleep mode. The main contribution of the work is
centered around developing a mechanism to predict the sleep
intervals of sensor nodes based upon certain sensor variables
such as battery level and previous usage history.

The work in [29] mathematically models the entire fog
network from the end terminals (TNs) to the cloud data
centers located in the core network. The TN nodes sense data
and transmit the same to the fog tiers, either to be processed
by fog nodes or to be forwarded to the cloud for further anal-
ysis. The performance of the fog approach in provisioning
for IoT applications is investigated by considering several
dimensions such as power consumption, CO2 emissions, and
service latencies in the fog network compared to the baseline
cloud system. Their results indicate that the fog computing
approach is only beneficial when there is a high number
of latency-sensitive applications. Although fog computing
was comprehensively studied, the authors made no mention
of the practical networking or processing hardware used in
obtaining their results. In another work, the authors of [15]
compare the efficiencies of highly distributed edge devices
called nano data centers that can host and distribute user
content in a P2P fashion. These edge servers are comprised
of Raspberry Pi’s that are low power single-board computers.
The authors investigate the system performance through a
time-based and a flow-based power consumption model. For
the devices that are highly shared by many users and services,
the authors adopt a flow-based model whilst a time-based
model is used for equipment that is close to end-users.

The work of [30] proposes a framework for cloudlet based
network design and planning. The focus of thework is primar-
ily centered around designing a network based on TDM-PON
to optimize the network infrastructure cost whilst meeting
latency constraints. The problem is formulated as a Mixed
Integer Non Linear Programming (MINLP) model which is
utilized to identify efficient cloudlet placement locations and
optimal assignment of ONUs to cloudlets. The feasibility of
the proposed model is evaluated against urban, suburban, and
rural scenarios, which guide the installation and maintenance
costs. In another work [31], a generic fiber-wireless architec-
ture is proposedwhich supports the coexistence of the central-
ized cloud and distributed mobile edge computing (MEC) for
IoT connectivity. A distributed game-theoretic algorithm is
developed to support collaborative computational offloading
between the cloud and MEC. Numerical results show very
low energy consumption is achieved compared to the baseline
which is the optimal case that cannot be realized in practice;
hence the distributed approach is used to reduce complexities.
The authors of [32] put forth a capacity planning framework
that improves the resource utilization of a hierarchical edge
cloud network whilst simultaneously meeting QoS require-
ments in terms of response delay. They do this by taking
advantage of diverse demands for CPU, GPU, and network
resources.

The work in [21] formulates the service distribution
problem in an IoT-Cloud architecture using a linear pro-
gram whose solution results in the optimum placement of

IoT service functions and the routing of network flows across
a multi-layer architecture consisting of devices, access, and
cloud layers. The total energy consumption is minimized
whilst meeting the end-user latency demands. In another
work [20], the service allocation problem is formulated as an
integer programming optimization, whose objective function
is to minimize the total latency experienced by IoT services,
subject to capacity constraints at the various layers of the pro-
posed fog architecture. The IoT service requests are generic,
ranging between 10 – 50 homogenous requests. The delay is
minimized by placing the less demanding services near IoT
devices whilst the medium and high demanding services are
placed higher up the fog network. In their work, IoT devices
have been excluded from hosting any type of data processing.

Similarly, the authors in [22] propose a generic algorithm
for the placement of IoT services in a fog-cloud framework.
The IoT services are considered as multiple modules that
are collectively used to deliver a full application. A specific
algorithm is used to efficiently deploy application modules
dynamically across the fog-cloud infrastructure close to the
source terminals in the fog layer. The performance of the
proposed solution is addressed through the evaluation of
latency and efficient resource utilization and it is claimed
that it can be extended to include further design dimensions.
In [23], an Integer Linear Program (ILP) is proposed to model
the problem of resource provisioning from the perspective of
service providers, in the context of the heterogeneous Internet
of Things, where the objective function is to minimize the
total monetary costs subject to capacity and latency budgets.
The heterogeneity of IoT is modeled through unique profiling
of applications and as such four different types of applica-
tions are considered. The topology considered comprises of
a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) and consists of two
hierarchical levels of interconnected rings. The results indi-
cated that the total operational cost is directly impacted by the
application’s computational complexity, compression factor,
and latency budget, coupled with proportions of local traffic
versus global traffic. The authors in [12] put forth a convex
optimization model that addresses the delay-power trade-off
in a cloud-fog architecture which consists of four subsystems.
Thework demonstrated that compromisingmodestly on com-
putational resources to save communication bandwidth and
reduce transmission latency, fog computing platforms can
significantly complement the performance of cloud comput-
ing. The proposedwork has not considered the impact of local
computation using the devices in the IoT layer.

The authors of [24] model the IoT service placement in
a practical testbed using an ILP formulation by consider-
ing several objective functions that address service latency,
service migrations, and energy efficiency. The optimization
model is executed iteratively to allow for the retention of the
objective values of previously executed models, thus, the fea-
sibility region continuously decreases since iterations must
satisfy previous results. The approach is generic and can be
adapted to other resource placement problems. Their results
show that for real-time services, latency becomes important
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TABLE 1. A comparison of the contributions of this paper with that of the related works in the literature.

and thus services are processed on the nearest fog, while the
latency tolerant services can be offloaded to the distant cloud
as energy consumption becomes the priority.

Contrary to the aforementioned studies, the authors of [25]
approach the resource allocation problem of fog computing
from a different angle, which involves fog nodes applying a
profit-sharing policy to maximize service providers’ profit
subject to QoS constraints outlined by short-term SLAs.
Reinforcement learning and meta-heuristic methods were
utilized to find the optimal network configurations. The
authors of [50] address the energy efficiency of data aggre-
gations methods by proposing an improved duty cycling
algorithm and comparing its performances to multiple exist-
ing approaches. The proposed approach utilizes two residual
energy thresholds, one is used for the entire network and
another one for the path of the Mobile Sink Node (MSN)
which in this case is the base station. The authors state merits
in terms of several metrics such as energy consumption, resid-
ual energy, throughput, and processing time. The work in [51]
addresses the challenges posed by routing in low-power and
lossy networks in the Internet of Things by proposing a
priority-based routing methodology. The proposed approach
is reported to outperform the QRP routing method which
is one of the most successful routing techniques adopted in
the IoT. In Table 1, the reviewed studies are compared to
the work in this article in terms of a number of contribution
metrics.

III. THE EVALUATED DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
ARCHITECTURE
We begin by introducing and describing each layer of the
evaluated fog architecture depicted in Figure 1. It comprises

of four main processing layers in the optimization model,
namely the IoT Devices, Access Fog (AF), Metro Fog (MF),
and the Cloud DC (DC).

A. IoT DEVICES (IoT)
The bottom-most layer of the proposed architecture com-
prises of the IoT devices. These devices are smart, wireless
nodes that are used to collect data and transmit the same via
the connected access point (AP) to the next layer for pro-
cessing and analysis, if local resources are insufficient [52].
A Wi-Fi link is considered between the devices and the
APs due to its support for high data rates, which is partic-
ularly suitable for data-intensive applications as opposed to
the other wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, Zigbee,
LoRa, etc.

B. CPE FOG (CF)
The Customer Premises Equipment Fog (CF) layer consists
of stationary processing units with processing capabilities
usually higher than those found in the IoT layer [53]. The
processing devices are connected to ONUs of the PON access
network [15]. A PON deployment is used due to its suitability
for data-intensive applications as they provide high bitrates,
relatively low-cost, and high scalability [6]. PON has already
paved the way for providing high-speed broadband access
to end users through various flavors of FTTx. The ONUs
are equipped with internal switches to provide connectivity
to the CF servers and can route traffic to the higher layers
of the architecture. Small organizations or even end-users
can deploy their fog units at locations such as APs, routers,
gateways, etc.
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FIGURE 1. The evaluated PON-based IoT architecture supported by fog and cloud Infrastructures.

C. ACCESS FOG (AF)
The third layer is still part of the PON access network;
however, it differs in terms of processing capability. Several
high-end servers are used to form a fog collocated with
the OLT [27], [47]. Thus, a substantial amount of service
demands aggregated from the ONUs can be hosted and pro-
cessed on the fog connected to the OLT’s Ethernet input.
However, the number of servers that can be collocated with
the OLT is constrained by space limitations as these devices
are normally enclosed in street cabinets and/or small offices.
Therefore, more intensive service demands will need to be
relayed to the next layer for processing.

D. METRO FOG (MF)
The metro network consists of a high-capacity Ethernet
switch and a couple of edge routers that act as a gateway
to the cloud data centers (DCS) via the core network. The
Ethernet switch in the metro is usually found in facilities
that provide access to public clouds and is primarily used
for traffic aggregation from one or more access networks.
The edge routers usually perform traffic management and
authentication [6]. The computational resources available to
the metro fog (MF) are substantially higher in comparison to
the lower fog layers due to the number of users and services

it supports, however it still is incomparable to the cloud
DC [54].

E. CLOUD DC (DC)
The cloud layer comprises of a set of data centers that
are accessed via the core network. The core network uses
IP/WDM technology and it consists of two layers, the IP layer
and the optical layer. In the IP layer, an IP core router is
deployed at each node to aggregate network traffic from the
metro routers. The optical layer is used to interconnect the
IP core routers through optical switches and IP/WDM tech-
nologies such as EDFAs, transponders, and regenerators. Two
types of data centers are considered: 1) a general-purpose
data center (GP-DC), and 2) a special-purpose data center
(SP-DC). Due to space allowances, cloud DCs are usually
deployed to support a large number of applications and ser-
vices, hence such clouds have significant storage and pro-
cessing resources [4]. Motivated by the sheer computational
power of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) as well as the
breakthrough performances in terms of power consumption
efficiencies for visual-based deep learning algorithms, it is of
interest to investigate the impact of deploying such servers
inside DCs connected to the core. A SP-DC only performs
a specific service i.e. visual processing. In contrast, the
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general-purpose data center (GP-DC) is designed to exe-
cute a range of generic services. Therefore, it is not as
power-efficient as the SP-DC. A leading manufacturer of
CPUs and GPUs, Nvidia, has reported GPUs to be at least
10 times more efficient than CPUs in terms of energy
expended per instruction.

IV. MILP MODEL
In this section, we develop a MILP model to minimize
the total power consumption of the proposed architecture
shown in Figure 1, by optimizing both the placement of
IoT service demands. Each demand is characterized by a
tuple D(CPU ,BW ), where CPU is the amount of processing
requirement in Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS) and
BW is the serice data rate in Mbps. The IoT network is
modeled as a graphG(N ,L), whereN is the set of all nodes in
the network, and L is the set of bidirectional links connecting
those nodes. A subset I ⊂ N represents the set of the IoT
devices in the considered network, whilst a subset S ⊆ I acts
as source nodes. A subset of nodes, where P ⊂ N acts as
processing nodes. The processing node d ∈ P has amaximum
computational capacity

(
C(CPU)d

)
measured in MIPS. Also,

each link (m, n), where m ∈ N and n ∈ Nm, has a maximum
bit rate (BR) measured in bps. Before introducing the model,
we define the sets, parameters, and variables used, as follows:

Sets:

N Set of all nodes.
Nm Set of neighbor nodes of node m in the proposed

architecture
C Set of core nodes in the IP/WDM network, where

C ⊂ N.
O Set of ONUs in the PON network, where O ⊂ N.
OLT Set of OLTs in the PON network, where OLT ⊂

N.
MS Set of metro switches, whereMS ⊂ N.
MR Set of metro routers, whereMR ⊂ N.
DC Set of data center nodes, where DC ⊂ N.
I Set of all IoT devices, where I ⊂ N.
P Set of nodes with processing devices, where

P ⊂ N and P = I
⋃

O
⋃

OLT
⋃

MS
⋃

DC.
S Set of IoT devices acting as source nodes where

S ⊂ I.

Core Network Parameters:

MPR Maximum power consumption of an IP router
port.

MPT Maximum power consumption of a transponder
in the core network.

MPE Maximum power consumption of an EDFA in
the core network.

MPOS Maximum power consumption of an optical
switch in the core network.

MPG Maximum power consumption of a regenerator
in the core network.

IPR Idle power consumption of an IP router port in
the core network.

IPT Idle power consumption of a transponder in the
core network.

IPE Idle power consumption of an EDFA in the core
network.

IPOS Idle power consumption of an optical switch in
the core network.

IPG Idle power consumption of a regenerator in the
core network.

B Maximum bit rate of a single wavelength.
W Number of wavelengths in a fibre in the core

network.
ER Energy per bit of a router port, where

ER =
(MPR−IPR

B

)
.

ET Energy per bit of a transponder, where ET =(MPT−IPT
B

)
.

EE Energy per bit of the EDFAs, where
EE =

(MPE−IPE
B

)
.

EOS Energy per bit of optical switches, where
EOS =

(
MPOS−IPOS

B

)
.

EG Energy per bit of regenerators, where
EG =

(MPG−IPG
B

)
.

Dmn Distance between two core nodes m and n,
where m, n ∈ C .

SE Span distance between two EDFAs.
SG Span distance between two regenerators.
Amn Number of EDFAs used on each fiber in the core

network from node m ∈ C to n ∈ C,Amn =⌊((
Dmn
SE

)
− 1

)⌋
+2.

Rmn Number of regenerators used between core node
m ∈ C and core node n ∈ C,Rmn =⌊(

Dmn
SG

)
− 1

⌋
.

PUEc Power Usage Effectiveness of IP/WDM core
network node.

Cloud Data Center Parameters:

MPDS Maximum power consumption of Cloud DC
switch.

IPDS Idle power consumption of Cloud DC switch.
BDS Bit rate of Cloud DC switch.
EDS Cloud DC switch energy per bit, where

EDS =
(
MPDS−IPDS

BDS

)
.

MPDR Maximum power consumption of Cloud
DC router.

IPDR Idle power consumption of Cloud DC router.
BDR Cloud DC router bit rate.
EDR Energy per bit of a Cloud DC router, where

EDR =
(MPDR−IPDR

BDR

)
.

PUEd Power Usage Effectiveness of DC node, for pro-
cessing and networking.

Metro Network and Fog Parameters:

MPMS Maximum power consumption of a metro
switch.
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IPMS Idle power consumption of a metro switch.
BMS Bit rate of a metro switch.
EMS Metro switch energy per bit, where

EMS =
(MPMS−IPMS

BMS

)
.

MPMFS Maximum power consumption of a metro fog
switch.

IPMFS Idle power consumption of a metro fog switch.
BMFS Bit rate of a metro fog switch.
EMFS Metro fog switch energy per bit, where

EMFS =
(
MPMFS−IPMFS

BMFS

)
.

MPMR Maximum power consumption of a metro
router.

IPMR Idle power consumption of a metro router.
BMR Bit rate of a metro router.
EMR Metro router energy per bit, where EMR =(MPMR−IPMR

BMR

)
.

MPMFR Maximum power consumption of a metro fog
router.

IPMFR Idle power consumption of a metro fog router.
BMFR Bit rate of a metro fog router.
EMFR Metro fog router energy per bit, where EMFR =(MPMFR−IPMFR

BMFR

)
..

PUEm Power Usage Effectiveness of a metro node, for
processing and networking.

R Metro router port redundancy.

Access Network and Fog Parameters:

MPOT Maximum power consumption of OLT in the
PON network.

IPOT Idle power consumption of OLT in the PON
network.

BOT Bit rate of OLT in the PON network.
EOT OLT router energy per bit, where EOT =(MPOT−IPOT

BOT

)
.

MPO Maximum power consumption of an ONU in
the PON network.

IPO Idle power consumption of an ONU in the
PON network.

BO Bit rate of the WiFi interface of an ONU in
the PON network.

EO ONU energy per bit, where EO =(MPO−IPO
BO

)
.

MPAFS Maximum power consumption of an access
fog switch.

IPAFS Idle power consumption of an access fog
switch.

BAFS Bit rate of an access fog switch.
EAFS Access fog switch energy per bit, where

EAFS =
(MPAFS−IPAFS

BAFS

)
.

MPAFR Maximum power consumption of an access
fog router.

IPAFR Idle power consumption of an access fog
router.

BAFR Bit rate of an access fog router.

EAFR Access fog router energy per bit, whereEAFR =(MPAFR−IPAFR
BAFR

)
.

MPCFS Maximum power consumption of CPE fog
switch.

IPCFS Idle power consumption of a CPE fog switch.
BCFS Bit rate of a CPE fog switch.
ECFS CPE fog switch energy per bit, where ECFS =(MPCFS−IPCFS

BCFS

)
.

PUEa Power Usage Effectiveness of an access fog
node, for processing and networking.

IoT Devices’ Parameters:

MPIT Maximum power consumption of an IoT
transceiver.

IPIT Idle power consumption of an IoT transceiver.
BIT Bit rate of the Wi-Fi interface of an IoT device.
EIT IoT Wi-Fi interface energy per bit, where EIT =(

MPIT−IPIT
BIT

)
.

Processing Devices’ Parameters:

MPd Maximum power consumption of processing
device d ∈ P, in Watts.

IPd Idle power consumption of processing device
d ∈ P, in Watts.

CAPd Maximum capacity of processing device d ∈ P in
MIPS.

EPId Energy per instruction of processing device d ∈ P,
where EPId =

(
MPd−IPd
CAPd

)
.

Application Parameters:

CPUs Processing request of IoT node s ∈ S in MIPS.
BWs Traffic request of IoT node s ∈ S in Mbps.
δ Portion of the idle power of equipment attributed

to the application.
K Number of sub-tasks an IoT service can be split

into.
1 Number of MIPS required to process 1 Mb of

traffic.
Cm,n Capacity of link (m, n) ∈ N where (m, n) ∈ C.
M Large enough number.

Variables:

λs,d Traffic demand between IoT source node s ∈ S
and processing device d ∈ P.

λs,dm,n Traffic flow between IoT source node s ∈ S and
processing device d ∈ P, traversing link (m, n),
where m ∈ N, n ∈ Nm.

λd Volume of traffic aggregated by node d ∈ N.
Bm Bm = 1, if network node m ∈ N is activated,

otherwise Bm = 0.
θd Traffic in node d ∈ P for processing, where θd =

λd�d .
0m,n 0m,n = 1, if core network link m, n, where m ∈

C, n ∈ (Nm ∩C) is activated, otherwise 0m,n = 0.
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ρs,d Processing demand of IoT source node s ∈ S
hosted at processing device d ∈ P.

�s,d �s,d
= 1, if processing demand of IoT source

node s ∈ S is hosted at destination node d ∈ P,
otherwise �s,d

= 0.
�d �d

= 1, if processing node d ∈ P is activated,
otherwise �d

= 0.
Nd Number of processing servers activated at node

d ∈ P.
Wm,n Number of wavelengths used in fiber link (m, n)

in the core network, where link m, n ∈ C.
Fm,n Number of fibers used on link m, n ∈ C.
Agm Number of aggregation router ports activated at

IP node m ∈ C.
The total power consumption of the fog architecture

depicted in Figure 1 is composed of three parts: A) Network
Power Consumption, B) Processing Power Consumption
and C) Intra Server Network Power Consumption. While
it is valid to assume that, the desirable power consump-
tion profile should be fully load proportional, however in
practical circumstances, this is not the case. It is reported
in [55], that almost all devices adopt a linear power profile
that consists of an idle and proportional part as depicted
in Figure 2. With the former, power is consumed as soon as
the device is activated regardless of the load however the latter
dependents on various parameters such as frequency, voltage,
or workload. In practice, idle power draws a large proportion
of the maximum power of a networking/ processing device
and hence it cannot be ignored. Since the devices involved
in the considered architecture span multiple heterogeneous
layers, it becomes a necessity to fairly represent the utilization
characteristics of these devices. For example, high-capacity
networking elements such as OLTs, metro/core routers and
switches are used by many other types of applications in
addition to the IoT and it would not make a fair evaluation
if the total idle power consumption of these devices were
wholly attributed to a small number of IoT services. The total
power consumption (TPC) considering the linear profile with
idle power consumption of a networking or processing device
is calculated using equation (1):

TPC =
(
Pmax − Pidle

C

)
λ+ Pidle (1)

where Pidle is the idle power consumption of the device
which is consumed as soon as the device is activated
regardless of the load λ and (Pmax) is the maximum power
consumption of the device, when it is 100% utilized at
full capacity C (either in bps or MIPS). The proportional
section of the power profile model for networking devices is
expressed as energy per bit and likewise, for processing, it is
expressed as energy per instruction.

A. NETWORK POWER CONSUMPTION (Net_PC)
Under the non-bypass light path approach [56], the core
network’s IP/WDM total power consumption is composed of:

FIGURE 2. Linear power profile with idle part.

The power consumption of router ports:

PUEc

[∑
m∈C

ER.λm +
∑
m∈C

(δ.IPR. (Agm

+

∑
n∈(Nm∩C)

Wm,n

 (2)

The power consumption of transponders:

PUEc

∑
m∈C

ET.λm+
∑
m∈C

∑
n∈(Nm∩C)

δ.IPT .Wm,n


(3)

The power consumption of EDFAs:

PUEc

[∑
m∈C

EE .λm.Am,n.Fm,n

+

∑
m∈C

∑
n∈(Nm∩C)

δ.IPE .Am,n.Fm,n

 (4)

The power consumption of optical switches:

PUEc

[∑
m∈C

EOS.λm +
∑
m∈C

δ.IPOS.Bm

]
(5)

The power consumption of regenerators:

PUEc

[∑
m∈C

EG.λm.Rgm,n.Wm,n

+

∑
m∈C

∑
n∈(Nm∩C)

IPG.Rgm,n.Wm,n

 (6)

The metro network’s power consumption consists of the
power consumption of metro routers and switch, which is
given as:

PUEm

[
R
∑
m∈MR

EMR.λm + R
∑
m∈MR

δ.IPMR.Bm

+

∑
m∈MS

EMS.λm +
∑
m∈MS

δ.IPMS.Bm

]
(7)
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The access network’s power consumption consists of the
power consumption of OLT and ONU devices, which is given
as:

PUEa

 ∑
m∈OT

EOT .λm +
∑
m∈OT

δ.IPOT .Bm

+

∑
m∈O

EO.λm +
∑
m∈O

IPO.Bm

 (8)

The IoT devices’ communication interfaces power consump-
tion is given as:∑

m∈I
EIT .λm +

∑
m∈I

IPIT .Bm (9)

B. PROCESSING POWER CONSUMPTION (Pr_PC)
The total power consumption of the processing devices
(or servers) is composed of:

The processing power consumption of IoT devices:∑
s∈S

∑
d∈I

EPI .ρs,d +
∑
d∈I

IPd .Nd (10)

The processing power consumption of CPE fog (CF) servers:∑
s∈S

∑
d∈O

EPId .ρs,d +
∑
d∈O

IPdNd (11)

The processing power consumption of access fog (AF)
servers:

PUEa

∑
s∈S

∑
d∈OLT

EPId .ρs,d +
∑

d∈OLT
IPd .Nd

 (12)

The processing power consumption of metro fog (MF)
servers:

PUEm

[∑
s∈S

∑
d∈MS

EPId .ρs,d +
∑
d∈MS

IPd .Nd

]
(13)

The processing power consumption of data center (DC)
servers:

PUEd

[∑
s∈S

∑
d∈DC

EPId .ρs,d +
∑
d∈DC

IPd .Nd

]
(14)

C. INTRA SERVER NETWORK POWER CONSUMPTION
(Intra_PC)
The cloud DCs’ network power consumption is composed of
the power consumption of cloud DC routers and switches:

PUEd

[∑
d∈DC

EDR.θd +
∑
d∈DC

δ.IPDR.�d

+

∑
d∈DC

(EDS.θd )+
∑
d∈DC

(
δ.IPDS.�d

)]
(15)

The metro fog network power consumption consists of power
consumption of metro fog routers and switches, which is
given as:

PUEm

[ ∑
d∈MS

EMFR.θd +
∑
d∈MS

δ.IPFMR.�d

+

∑
d∈MS

EMFS.θd+
∑
d∈MS

δ.IPFMS.�d

]
(16)

The CF network power consumption consists of power con-
sumptions of CF switches which is given as:∑

d∈O
ECFS.θd +

∑
d∈O

IPCFS.�d (17)

The MILP model’s objective function is to minimize the total
power consumption as follows:

Minimize: Net_PC + Pr_PC + Intra_PC
Subject to the following constraints:

∑
n∈Nm

λs,dm,n −
∑
n∈Nm

λs,dn,m =


λs,d , m = s
−λs,d , m = d
0, otherwise
∀s ∈ S, d ∈ P,m ∈ N : s 6= d .

(18)

Constraint (18) conserves traffic from a source node to a des-
tination node in the considered topology depicted in Figure 1.
It ensures that the total incoming traffic at a node is equal
to the total outgoing traffic of that node; unless the node in
question is either the source node or the destination node.∑

d∈P
ρs,d = CPUs ∀s ∈ S (19)

Constraint (19) ensures that processing service demand per
IoT source node s ∈ S is met at a given destination node.

ρs,d ≥ �s,d
∀s ∈ S, d ∈ P (20)

ρs,d ≤ M .�s,d
∀s ∈ S, d ∈ P (21)

Constraints (20) and (21) are used to ensure that the binary
variable ρs,d = 1 if destination node d ∈ P is activated to
host the processing demand of source node s ∈ S.∑

d∈P
�s,d
≤ K ∀s ∈ S (22)

Constraint (22) ensures that the number of sub-tasks a pro-
cessing demand can be divided into is less than or equal to K,
hence K = 1 implies no task splitting is allowed.

Nd ≤ Vd ∀d ∈ P (23)

Constraint (23) ensures that the number of servers activated
at a processing node d ∈ P, does not exceed the maximum
available number of servers in that node.∑

s∈I
�s,d
≥�d

∀d ∈ P (24)∑
s∈I

�s,d
≤ M�d

∀d ∈ P (25)
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Constraints (24) and (25) are used to ensure that, the binary
variable �d

= 1 if processing node d ∈ P is activated,
otherwise �d

= 0.

λm =
∑
s∈S:
m=s

∑
d∈P

∑
n∈Nm

λs,dm,n +
∑
s∈S:
m6=s

∑
d∈P:
s6=d

∑
n∈Nm

λs,dn,m

∀m ∈ S (26)

λm =
∑
s∈S:
m6=s

∑
d∈P:
s6=d

∑
n∈Nm

λs,dn,m

∀m ∈ (I ∪O ∪OLT ∪MS ∪MR ∪ DC) (27)

λm =
∑
s∈S

∑
d∈P:
s6=d

∑
n∈Nm:

n∈(Nm∩C)

λs,dm,n ∀m ∈ C (28)

Constraint (26) gives the traffic generated or received by
an IoT node with the first term representing its role as a
source and the second term representing IoT node serving
demands of other IoT nodes. Constraint (27) gives the traffic
traversing/ received by a node of the access, metro, and cloud
network. Constraint (28) gives the traffic traversing the core
nodes.

θd ≤ M .�d
∀d ∈ P (29)

θd ≤ λd ∀d ∈ P (30)

θd ≥ λd −
(
1−�d

)
.M ∀d ∈ P (31)

Constraints (29), (30) and (31) are used to linearize the
non-linear equation λd.�d , where d ∈ P. This ensures that
traffic on a processing node d ∈ P is only accounted for if it
is destined to that node for processing.

λm ≥ Bm ∀m ∈ N (32)

λm ≤ MBm ∀m ∈ N (33)

Constraints (32) and (33) are used to ensure that, the binary
variable Bm = 1 if network node m ∈ N is activated,
otherwise Bm = 0.

λs,d = BWs.�s,d ∀s ∈ S, d ∈ P (34)

Constraint (34) ensures that traffic is only directed to the
destination node that is hosting a processing service.∑
s∈S

∑
d∈P:
s6=d

λs,dm,n ≤Cm,n

∀m ∈ (I ∪O ∪OLT ∪MS ∪MR ∪ DC) : n ∈ Nm

(35)

Constraint (35) ensures that the total traffic carried on link
m, n, in the metro and access layer, does not exceed its
capacity in Mbps.

Agm ≥
λm

B
∀m ∈ C (36)

Constraint (36) gives the number of aggregation router ports
at each IP/WDM node.∑

s∈S

∑
d∈P:
s6=d

λsdmn ≤ WmnB ∀m ∈ C : n ∈ (C ∩ Nm) (37)

Wmn ≤ WFmn ∀m ∈ C : n ∈ (C ∩ Nm) (38)

Constraints (37) and (38) represent the physical link capacity
of the IP/WDM optical links. Constraint (37) ensures that the
total traffic on a link does not exceed the capacity of a single
wavelength while constraint (38) ensures the total number of
wavelength channels does not exceed the capacity of a single
fiber link.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the energy-efficient
distributed processing models, we use an architecture that
consists of 20 IoT devices that are divided into 4 groups
uniformly, hence each group is connected to the PONnetwork
via a single ONU. The total number of IoT devices in each
group is based on a representative home LAN network which
typically connects a single to few users [63]. It is important
to note that such IoT deployment represents only a snapshot
of the evaluated architecture in space and time with limited
number of generated workloads and IoT devices. With the
expansion of the evaluated architecture to include realistic
number of IoTs, the volume of the generated workloads
increases too. Thus, the allocation scheme and the consumed
power are expected to remain the same. We have assumed
that the IoT devices are ‘‘intelligent’’ in nature in terms of
their processing ability, hence service requests can be fulfilled
through local computation. Table 2 – Table 5. contain the
parameters of all the networking devices, processing servers,
intra-processing networking devices, PUE values, and the
IP/WDM core network elements, respectively.

TABLE 2. Network devices’ data for the MILP model.

A. WORKLOAD DEFINITION
In our evaluations, we have made CPU requirements pro-
portional to traffic (BW), such that, for every bit of traf-
fic 1000 MIPS is required for processing. Although, it is
beyond the scope of the work in this article, measuring CPU
efficiency by MIPS is not an accurate benchmark, since dif-
ferent CPUs have different architectures, hence varied perfor-
mances for the same task. Nevertheless, this does not stop us
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TABLE 3. Processing servers’ data.

TABLE 4. Intra-processing network devices’ data.

TABLE 5. PUE values used in the MILP model.

from making a starting point by consulting the literature to
obtain realistic values. In [64], the authors have reported that
for a specific visual processing algorithm referred to as Ana-
lyze Then Compress (ATC), for a file of 10kB, 69.23 MIPS
are required for processing for visual object recognition.
Thus, through simple calculations we derived how many
MIPS are required (1) to process 1Mb of traffic as follows,
using equation (39):

1 =
69.23
0.08

∼= 865.4. (39)

For the sake of simplicity and staying conservative,
we assume that each 1Mb of traffic requires approximately
1000MIPS for processing. As for the bandwidth requirement,
we used an online tool to estimate the required data rates for
different resolutions and this was estimated to be between
1 – 10Mbps, which covers video resolutions between 1024×
720 to 1600 × 1200 at 30 frames per second [65]. The CPU
workload intensity is then calculated by multiplying the 1
by the amount of traffic. Thus, this makes the CPU demand
proportional to the size of the traffic due to the assumption

that the higher the traffic, the more features a video file will
hold, thus more CPU instructions are required to process that
file.

B. POWER CONSUMPTION DATA
The network data in Table 2 consist of the maximum and
idle power consumption, bit rate (Gbps), and a portion of
the idle power (δ) if it applies. We have made use of equip-
ment datasheets, where possible, however, it is not always
feasible to obtain this information, hence, we make real-
istic assumptions based on the literature. In terms of idle
power consumption, based on [15], most high-capacity net-
working equipment such as metro/core routers and switches
consume 90% of equipment’s maximum power consump-
tion. As for processing servers’ idle power consumption,
based on [74], we assume it is 60% of the maximum power
consumption of the CPU. Moreover, we assume that IoT
applications are only responsible for a portion of the max-
imum idle power consumption. This assumption is valid.
For instance, metro switches are used to serve thousands
of different users simultaneously, thus it would not make
a fair analysis if all of Pidle was attributed to a specific
application like the one considered in this article. There-
fore, we make use of Cisco’s visual networking index for
the years 2017-2022 to estimate the total traffic of surveil-
lance type application services. It is reported that, globally,
3% of all video traffic on the Internet is due to surveillance
services, hence the value of δ attributed to the application in
question is 3% [75]. The processing devices’ input data are
summarized in Table 3. To estimate the processing capacity
of the servers in MIPS, we have made use of a technical
benchmark, in which, it is reported that Intel high-end servers
process 4 instructions/cycle (I/C) [76]. Thus, to determine the
maximum capacity of a processing device we have used the
following

IPS = clock ×
I
C

(40)

where I
C is the number of instructions a CPU can execute

per clock cycle which is given in GHz. To differentiate
between the types CPUs and their efficiencies, we set the I

C
of the MF server as a reference point. We use approximate
modeling of CPU data based on the approach in [15]. The
efficiency of the processing decreases as one moves down the
network hierarchy (from the core to the edge). At those layers
where multiple servers can be deployed, a networking infras-
tructure becomes a necessity to establish a LAN network
between multiple active servers. Hence, we have used routers
and switches accordingly to achieve this. We refer to these
devices as intra processing networking equipment. Generally,
lower layers have been assigned lower specification devices
where applicable, for instance, an L3 metro switch is much
more power-consuming than an L2 switch at the access.
Table 4 summarizes the networking equipment used inside
processing nodes.
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C. POWER USAGE EFFECTIVENESS (PUE)
In our evaluations, PUE is not considered for IoT and ONU
devices, as there is generally no cooling requirements for
them [77]. The power usage effectiveness (PUE) is the ratio
of the total power consumed by a facility (i.e. ISP networks,
data centers) to the total power consumption of the equip-
ment within the facility (i.e. servers, switches, routers, etc.
In 2018, Google reported that one of its data centers is was
operating at a PUE of 1.15. We make use of a report pub-
lished in 2016 which estimates the PUE values of various
data centers based on ‘‘Space Type’’ [94]. Within the report,
it is shown that PUE values progressively decrease with the
increase in the ‘‘Space Type’’. Similarly, we increase PUE
progressively in the proposed network architecture since the
largest ‘‘Space Type’’ is generally hyper-scale data centers
connected to the core network. It is assumed that at the access
and metro layers, processing and networking equipment have
the same PUE. The PUE value of the core network is con-
sistent with one of our previous works, which is 1.5 [78].
Table 5 is a summary of the PUE values used in the model.

We have considered the data center nodes to be only
a single hop from the user traffic and the average dis-
tance between two neighboring core nodes is assumed to
span 2010 km (estimated using google maps based on the
AT&T US network topology) [80]. The power consumption
of the core network elements is consistent with our previ-
ous work in [81] and all the parameters are summarized
in Table 6.

D. CASE STUDY
In next-generation smart cities, video surveillance plays an
important role. For instance, distributed cameras on a stretch
of a busy road or a shopping center could bring city security
onto a higher level, thus providing the public with a strong
sense of assurance [82]. China has already implemented a
system called Skynet, which consists of a massive network
of smart CCTV cameras that have AI incorporated into them
and it is claimed to cover the whole of Beijing [83]. The sheer
data rates associated with high-resolution video streams by a
large-scale network of intelligent cameras make it virtually
impractical to transport all of that data to the cloud for pro-
cessing. Thus, this motivates us to investigate, through the
concept of fog computing to help reduce the implications
of unnecessary data exchange with the centralized cloud by
hosting parts and/or all the service requests in the distributed
layers of the fog framework.

E. POWER CONSUMPTION EVALUATION
We approach the service placement optimization prob-
lem using two design approaches: 1) the long-term un-
capacitated approach and 2) the short-term capacitated
approach. In approach 1), we consider non-splittable service
tasks because resources are assumed to be un-capacitated
(or unlimited) whereas the opposite is true in approach 2).
Thus, here we consider splittable tasks to make better use

TABLE 6. Input data of the core network elements for the MILP model.

of the underutilized low-power edge nodes through improved
server packing. Note that IoT devices are in all cases capac-
itated in terms of processing resources but the network
resources are always sufficient to carry the traffic. Therefore,
the ‘capacitated restriction’ applies only to the number of
processing servers available at the higher fog layers. Most
CCTV cameras can be fitted with a PIR motion sensor,
hence traffic conditions can be monitored and used to switch
these devices between active and idle modes. Thus. for each
design approach, we have evaluated the power consumption
by considering four scenarios that capture the different dis-
tribution of IoT source nodes. Scenario #1 consisted of a
single IoT source node generating workloads, Scenario #2
consisted of 5 IoT sources nodes within the same IoT group,
Scenario #3 consisted of 4 IoT source nodes, 1 per group
and Scenario #4 consisted of the other end of the extremes
which has all the IoTs (20 devices) generating workload
requests. Table 7 summarizes the source nodes’ distribution
in the evaluated architecture under each scenario together
with the minimum and the maximum workloads. Further-
more, the impact of deploying SP-DCs is also investigated
together with the inter-service processing overhead needed
for synchronization among sub-tasks due to splitting. Con-
sistent with our previous work [79], we adopt the energy
efficient power profile depicted in Figure 2 in which any
unused networking and/or processing element is shut down.
This can be extended to account for the implications posed
by such an approach in future work [84]. Also, the un-
capacitated and the capacitated processing devices in this
work refer to those nodes that can have their processing
resources expanded through a LAN network as opposed to
those nodes that are not able to expand such as the low-power
IoT devices.
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TABLE 7. Distribution of source nodes and workloads in all scenarios.

1) UN-CAPACITATED DESIGN WITH NON-SPLITTABLE
SERVICE TASKS
In the un-capacitated design approach, it is assumed that
the number of processing devices deployed at each node is
unrestricted except in those nodes located in the IoT layer
due to their limited features. This approach aims to deter-
mine for a given workload volume, the optimum resources
needed to host a given service if there are no restrictions
on the network equipment capacity and no restrictions on
the number of servers that can be hosted at each site. The
goal is also to determine whether it is the optimal choice
to build large numbers of devices at a given location in the
proposed architecture. Generally, such design problems occur
in medium to long-term network designs [85].
Scenario #1:
In this scenario, out of the total of 20 IoT devices in the

model, we take one end of the extremes and assume that
only a single IoT device is active at any time instance and
the rest of the IoT devices are in idle mode. As expected
and shown in Figure 3, for low workload values such as
1000 MIPS, significant savings (up to 98%) can be achieved
compared to the baseline solution, where the baseline solution
is a scenario where processing is always carried out at the
GP-DC. This significant saving is due to the low-power local
computational resources available at the IoT layer; hence,
the costly overhead of the network and high idle powers of
DC servers are avoided. However, as the workload increases,

FIGURE 3. Total power consumption of Scenario #1 using the fog
approach vs. the baseline, in the un-capacitated case.

due to resource limitation, the processing capacity available
at the IoT layer can no longer host workloads, therefore we
begin to see the intervention of the CF nodes as they are only
a single hop away. As shown in Figure 4, the general trend in
this scenario always favors the activation of additional servers
attached to the CF node due to its low idle power consumption
compared with the servers located in the upper layers of the
fog infrastructure and the cloud DC. Nevertheless, the results
still indicate promising power savings of at least 70%.

FIGURE 4. Workload distribution of Scenario #1, using fog, in the
un-capacitated case.

Scenario #2:
In this scenario, the number of IoT source nodes has

increased to five, residing in the same group and connected
to the same CPE fog (CF) node. The trends in this scenario
remain the same as Scenario #1, except for workload values
of 5000 MIPS and beyond. As can be seen in Figure 6, the
model decides to allocate all the workloads to the metro
fog (MF) that is accessed via the metro network. Although
the IoT devices are collocated in the same group and can be
allocated to a single CF node, the results indicate that for
relatively high workloads (≥5000 MIPS) activating a large
MF server with a higher idle power and other associated
overheads such as networking and PUE is more optimal
than activating many smaller CF servers with less processing
efficiency (W/MIPS). Hence, this gives interesting insights
about the potential large-scale deployment of such small
servers at the edge of the network which may not be as
energy efficient as larger fog nodes concentrated higher up
in the network hierarchy. For lower ends of the workloads,
CF servers produce savings of up to 69%, however, this
diminishes as the workload intensity increases and this drops
to 37% as can be seen in Figure 5, due to the activation of
many CF servers to process the increased workloads. With
the workloads allocated to the MF node, power savings of up
to 46% can be achieved, compared to the baseline. As can be
seen in Figure 6, the model never utilizes the access fog (AF)
server despite its close proximity in terms of the number
of hops, due to its high associated PUE coupled with low
processing efficiency.
Scenario #3:
In this scenario, we aim to investigate the effect the geo-

graphical location of the IoT devices has on the optimal
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FIGURE 5. Total power consumption of Scenario #2 using the fog
approach vs. the baseline, in the un-capacitated case.

FIGURE 6. Workload distribution of Scenario #2, using fog, in the
un-capacitated case.

allocation of the application services, hence, each request
is connected to a separate network. Interestingly, the trends
remain unchanged. The results here indicate that despite the
activation of additional ONU devices due to the distribution
of the source nodes in the network, allocating services to
CF nodes is still the optimal choice as in Scenario #1. How-
ever, as was expected, for processing workloads higher than
5000MIPS processingmoves to theMF as in Scenario #2 due
to its higher processing efficiency. The fog approach still
produces promising power savings compared to the baseline
scenario, as can be seen in Figure 7. When all of the work-
loads are hosted at the CF layer, power savings of up to 66%
can be achieved whilst this drops down to 39% as processing
is moved to the MF layer. The difference in the savings is due
to the difference between the idle power consumption of the
servers in those layers.

FIGURE 7. Total power consumption of Scenario #3 using the fog
approach vs. the baseline, in the un-capacitated case.

FIGURE 8. Workload distribution of Scenario #3, using fog, in the
un-capacitated case.

Scenario #4:
We take the other end of the extremes and assume that

all of the IoT nodes are generating requests for resources,
simultaneously.With the increase in the number of IoT source
nodes, the volume of workload also increases, hence trends
are expected to change. As can be seen in Figure 9, the fog
approach still yields total savings of up to 17% compared to
the baseline. However, when the workload volume reaches
a certain level, e.g. at 5000 MIPS, the model decides to
allocate all of the workloads to the centralized cloud data
center and bypasses the fog layers all together as serving high
workload volumes requires activating multiple servers at the
metro fog (MF) layer. This justifies networking overheads
and higher idle power associated with activating a large server
of improved processing efficiency and PUE at the cloud layer.
At 6000 MIPS and 7000 MIPS the model switches back
to the MF as at those particular workload levels, additional
servers have to be activated at the cloud, thus the PUE and
processing efficiency of the cloud servers do not justify the
idle power consumption of multiple cloud servers in addition
to the networking overhead. Generally, the trends indicate
that the optimum processing location is dependent on the
number of servers required to process the workload. The only
time the CF server is utilized is at 4000 MIPS in combination
with MF as it saves activating an additional MF server.

FIGURE 9. Total power consumption in Scenario #4 of fog vs. baseline,
in the un-capacitated case.

2) CAPACITATED DESIGN WITH NON-SPLITTABLE
SERVICE TASKS
Here, we consider the case where extra capacity cannot
be added to the processing nodes in question, hence the
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FIGURE 10. Workload distribution in Scenario #4, using fog, in the
un-capacitated case.

problem is capacitated. Such design problems are faced in
the short-term when the network is already designed, and the
processing nodes have been put in place.
Scenario #1:
In the capacitated design problem, different trends are

expected because the prospect of adding extra process-
ing capacity is no longer the case. As can be seen
in Figure 12, unlike the trends observed in the scenarios of
the un-capacitated case, the AF server is chosen as the next
best choice after the IoT local computation and CF capacities
have run out. We have already observed that the AF server
is never a good choice in the un-capacitated case, and this
is primarily down to the high idle power of the servers used
inside the AF and the associated PUE required for cooling.
Although a bad choice in the longer run, the fog approach
still yields savings of up to 46% with AF server as the chosen
processing destination, as shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11. Total power consumption in Scenario #1 of fog vs. baseline,
in the capacitated case.

Scenario #2:
In this scenario, we begin to observe the disappearance

of the AF node as anticipated due to its lower processing
efficiency and higher PUE compared with the MF node,
as shown in Figure 14. The total power savings here drop
down to 41% from 69% for workload volumes of 2000 MIPS
in the un-capacitated case. This is mainly the difference
between hosting the demands in the CF layer compared
to the AF layer. As shown in Figure 13, still a significant
amount of power saving is achieved compared to the baseline
solution. Although the CF servers had enough capacity to
host 9600 MIPS of the total 10,000 MIPS (2000 MIPS/IoT),
the model is forced to consolidate processing at the AF layer
due to the task splitting constraint forcing processing to take

FIGURE 12. Workload distribution in Scenario #1, using fog, in the
capacitated case.

FIGURE 13. Total power consumption in Scenario #2 of fog vs. baseline,
in the capacitated case.

FIGURE 14. Workload distribution in Scenario #2, using fog, in the
capacitated case.

place in a single location because the AF server would need to
intervene anyway to process at least 400MIPS thus packing a
single AF server is the optimal choice in this case. This is con-
sistent with previous observations in the un-capacitated case,
for lower workload volumes (i.e. 2000 MIPS), the model
tends to serve the demands in the lower layers of the fog
such as the AF node primarily due to the level of workload
since the processing efficiency of the MF server and its lower
PUE does not justify the networking overhead for accessing
the MF. However, as the workload increases (i.e. 3000 MIPS
and higher), the processing efficiency coupled with the lower
PUE of the MF server compensates for the networking over-
head, hence the MF node is chosen as the optimal location to
serve the demands as can be seen in Figure 14.
Scenario #3:
As shown in Figure 16 the trends in this scenario are

relatively comparable to Scenario #2, except for the case at
2000MIPS where instead of the AF server, the CF servers are
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FIGURE 15. Total power consumption in Scenario #3 of fog vs. baseline,
in the capacitated case.

FIGURE 16. Workload distribution in Scenario #3, using fog, in the
capacitated case.

utilized. This is mainly due to the geographical distribution
of the IoT source nodes as in this scenario, each CF server
has enough capacity to serve its source node and the number
of source nodes happen to match the number of CF servers
available, hence the high idle power and associated PUE of
the higher fog layers like the AF and the MF can be avoided
in this case, unlike Scenario #2 at 2000 MIPS. A total saving
of up to 66% is achieved at 2000 MIPS and up to 55% saving
at higher workloads is achieved, as shown in Figure 15.
Scenario #4:
In this scenario, we begin to observe the same trends

that were found in Scenario #4 in the un-capacitated case
except that the intervention of the cloud occurs earlier in
this scenario, which is at 4000 MIPS. This result proves the
consistency of the model since the extra capacity needed to
host all the demands at 4000 MIPS requires multiple servers
at the MF node, thus it becomes more efficient to migrate all
services to the GP-DC to better pack the already activated
servers as it is much more efficient and has a better PUE
value. As can be seen in Figure 17, utilization of the MF
servers is only beneficial at certain workload values, other-
wise once a certain number of servers are required, the net-
work overhead to get to the GP-DC justifies the activation of
the MF server. Figure 18 shows that there are still substantial
savings (about 17%) at 7000 MIPS despite the activation of
multiple servers at the MF and its high PUE, compared to
the GP-DC.

3) CAPACITATED DESIGN WITH SPLITTABLE SERVICE TASKS
Future IoT applications will consist of multiple compo-
nents, coordinating and communicating over the network

FIGURE 17. Total power consumption in Scenario #4 of fog vs. baseline,
in the capacitated case.

FIGURE 18. Workload distribution in Scenario #4, using fog, in the
capacitated case.

to achieve a common task, similar to application design in
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [1] smart surveillance
cameras. Each IoT device holds a limited amount of com-
putational resources. Given the scale of the IoT network,
each device may be called on to provide a variety of ser-
vices [86]. An example of such a use case is a smart video
surveillance application deployed to detect red light viola-
tions through several components: namely motion detection,
object tracking, data compression, etc. Service distribution
in this context would consist of allocating simple tasks such
as sensing and actuating in the cameras while the long-term,
sophisticated algorithms are expected to be placed on higher-
capacity servers such as those in the cloud [90]. In this
direction, we evaluate a scenario in which, processing tasks
can be split intomultiple sub-tasks, hencemultiple processing
nodes can be utilized to process a single workload [88].
Figure 19 shows an illustrative example of task splitting with
an IoT service consisting of four sub-tasks (S1-S4). A single
sub-task (S1) is processed locally whilst the second sub-task
(S2) is offloaded via the ONU device to another IoT in the
same IoT group. Since the total IoT capacity has been fully
utilized, the remaining sub-tasks (S3 and S4) are processed
on the CPU attached to the ONU node. Note that this is
merely an illustrative example, it does not reflect the optimal
distribution of the sub-tasks in any way. The main goal is
to determine in cases where IoT devices’ available CPU
capacity is not sufficient to process a given task, whether
splitting among multiple processing nodes becomes benefi-
cial in terms of total power reduction, given the added power
associated with network overheads after splitting, especially
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FIGURE 19. An illustrative example of task splitting.

when the network equipment consumes idle power. In our
evaluations, task splitting is only said to have occurred if
different sub-tasks belonging to the same source node are
processed in geographically distributed servers, otherwise,
if sub-tasks are all processed in the same processing node,
then this is not classed as task splitting mainly due to the same
network latency for the sub-tasks.

The MILP model remains unchanged except for a min-
imal modification to the processing location constraint in
(22), to adapt to the variation introduced by task splitting.
Previously, it was assumed that the parameter K = 1,
in the current evaluations, K will adopt values from 1 – 5 to
investigate whether task splitting in the short-term capaci-
tated problem introduces additional savings on top of the fog
approach. We also consider the same distribution of source
nodes as previous sections to be able to make comparisons,
where applicable.
Scenario #1:
Figure 20 shows, in the case where processing nodes are

limited by capacity, with the increase in the number of service
splits (i.e. K= 5), substantial savings can bemade as opposed
to the case with no service splits (K = 1). The savings are
because the high capacity servers’ idle power is avoided since
application services can be processed locally between the IoT
and the CF layers, despite the network overhead incurred in
getting access to these devices.

FIGURE 20. Total power consumption in Scenario #1 using fog, for a
range of values of K, in the capacitated case.

The total savings achieved by the fog approach with non-
splittable service tasks (K = 1) was up to 46% compared to
the baseline, however, this figure increased to 88% when the

value of K was changed to 2 (i.e. K = 2), as highlighted in
Figure 20. However, when the workload volume increases
to 10,000 MIPS, we begin to see a drastic dip in the power
savings introduced by task splitting (i.e. K = 5). The power
savings dropped from 88% to about 5% as highlighted in Fig-
ure 20. This is due to the number of activated CF servers that
are needed to process the large workload and the added power
due to networking overheads to access the CF servers that are
located in different parts of the architecture shown in Figure 1.
An important observation to be made here is that the model
is forced to pack the CF servers to accommodate the extra
workload that cannot be processed by IoT devices. This is
mainly due to the splitting value (K = 5), for instance at
6000MIPS, to keep processing at the IoT layer, this workload
has to be split into 6 segments (i.e. K = 6) since each IoT
device can only process at maximum 1000 MIPS. To comply
with the splitting constraint, 4000 MIPS is processed by four
IoT devices and the remaining 2000 MIPS is allocated to a
CF server, hence the total number of splits is five as shown
in Figure 20. From these results, we can, therefore, conclude
that for a fog infrastructure owner offering IoT services such
as the one presented here, the choice of task splitting among
low-power IoT devices will introduce substantial power sav-
ings, but may not introduce further savings if these low-power
devices are located in different parts of the network. Thus,
the power savings obtained through relaxing the task splitting
constraint (i.e. K = |P|) can guide IoT service providers in
terms of cost reduction offered to the IoT service consumers.
Scenario #2:
In this scenario, the power savings introduced by task split-

ting is very limited, especially for workloads of 4000 MIPS

FIGURE 21. Workload distribution in Scenario #1 during (a) K = 3 and (b)
K = 5 service splits, in the capacitate case.
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and beyond, as shown in Figure 22. This is largely down to the
processing capacity limitations placed on the CF servers and
IoT devices. As in this particular distribution, all of the IoT
nodes inside a single group have requests themselves, hence
the idle processing resources of low-power nodes have to be
accessed via the network depicted in Figure 1. In the lower
end of the workloads (2000 MIPS – 3000 MIPS), the model
utilizes task splitting and chooses to allocate the total work-
load to the low-power IoT nodes located in different parts of
the network. Interestingly, the CF servers are avoided despite
the ONU devices being activated anyway to gain access to
the other parts of the network and the relatively lower idle
power of the CF servers. This can be related mainly due to the
superior processing efficiency of the MF servers compared to
that of the CF servers, hence this gain compensates for the
high idle power of the MF server coupled with the cost of the
network and the external overhead of PUE. As the workload
increases i.e. to 4000MIPS, thismeans that the total workload
of 20,000MIPS can no longer be processed by the same num-
ber of IoT nodes in the previous workload. Therefore, another
IoT group would need to be activated which increases the
networking overhead, especially ONU devices’ idle power
consumption. Thus, any value of K>1 becomes irrelevant and
trading off the idle power of a single MF server coupled with
the PUE overhead saves more energy than utilizing the task
splitting approach.

FIGURE 22. Total power consumption in Scenario #2 using fog, for a
range of values of K, in the capacitated case.

Scenario #3:
The trends in this scenario remain relatively unchanged

compared to Scenario #2 except for the fact that task splitting
is utilized only due to the distribution of the IoT source
nodes as they are based in separated groups, and the ONU
devices would need to be turned ON anyway to get to the
higher layers, hence the CF server attached to the ONUs
are used due to their low idle power compared to that of
the MF servers. This observation was established in previous
scenarios of all the cases in Figure 23, at 4000 MIPS, where
only the MF server was used, compared to 4000 MIPS in
this scenario where the workload is processed between the
IoT and CF nodes. In this scenario, a total saving of 56%
was achieved with task splitting (K >3) as opposed to 33%
with non-splittable tasks (K= 1), as highlighted in Figure 24.

FIGURE 23. Workload distribution in Scenario #2 during K = 3 and K = 5.

As mentioned previously, this large saving is the difference
between the idle power of the MF server and the smaller
devices in the IoT and CF layers. However, we have already
established that, when the workload is increased, the pro-
cessing per instruction at the MF compensates for the idle
power of its server, hence all workloads are processed at the
MF layer as can be seen in Figure 25(a) and Figure 25(b)
at 7000 MIPS.

FIGURE 24. Total power consumption in Scenario #3 using fog, for a
range of values of K, in the capacitated case.

FIGURE 25. Workload distribution in Scenario #3 during (a) K = 3 and
(b) K = 5 service splits, in the capacitate case.
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FIGURE 26. Total power consumption in Scenario #4 using fog, for a
range of values of K, in the capacitated case.

Scenario #4:
For large workloads, task splitting is predominantly irrel-

evant, except in rare circumstances such as the case at
4000 MIPS at K>1, a total of 80,000 MIPS is demanded by
the source nodes and if all of this was to be processed at the
MF layer, it would require two servers, hence, in this case,
the MF server is fully packed and the remaining workload
(6560 MIPS) is processed on the source nodes’ local CPUs.
Thus, as shown in Figure 25, task splitting at K>1 introduces
total savings of up to 18% compared to 0% with no task
splitting (K = 1) as the solution was the same as the baseline
in this instance. Similar to the observations obtained in the un-
capacitated case, as shown in both cases K = 3 and K = 5 in
Figure 27, the MF and the cloud are largely the best choices,
respectively, when the workload is too high and the AF is
avoided despite its close proximity to the source nodes. This
is mainly due to the energy efficiency of the servers available
to these processing layers and the relatively improved PUE
compared to the AF.

FIGURE 27. Workload distribution in Scenario #4 during both
K = 3 and K = 5 service splits, in the capacitate case.

4) IMPACT OF SP-DCS GIVEN NON-SPLITTABLE SERVICE
TASKS
Given the high energy efficiency of SP-DC servers, it is worth
investigating its impact on improving the energy efficiency
of the proposed fog model and whether the distributed pro-
cessing approach is still producing savings in the presence of
such highly energy-efficient servers at the centralized cloud,
in both the capacitated and un-capacitated design problems

without the prospect of enhanced server packing through
task splitting. The results indicated that all the trends in
Scenario #1, Scenario #2 and Scenario #3, remained
unchanged. However, as expected, the trends changed in
Scenario #4 due to the high level of workloads and the need
for the cloud to intervene even before considering an SP-DCs,
if anything, the deployment of SP-DC should incentivize
centralized processing more than ever. Thus, the impact of
the SP-DC is observed at and beyond 4000 MIPS, as shown
in Figure 29. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 28, the SP-DC
yields total savings of up to 50% compared to processing in
GP-DC (baseline), whilst the maximum saving obtained in
the optimized scenario with GP-DCs shown in Figure 9 was
up to 30%, in both capacitated and un-capacitated design
problems. These results demonstrate that hosting services of
high computational workload on mini DCs in the fog layers
that are associated with high PUEs and are less efficient in
terms of processing per instruction brings no benefits when
a highly efficient centralized DC is available at the core
network.

FIGURE 28. Total power consumption in Scenario #4 with/ without SP-DC.

FIGURE 29. Workload distribution using fog, in Scenario #4 with SP-DC,
in all cases.

VI. INTER-SERVICE PROCESSING OVERHEAD DUE TO
SYNCHRONIZATION TRAFFIC
In the previous section, we evaluated the performance of the
distributed processing approach for the capacitated problem
given splittable services without considering any splitting
overhead. In this section, we consider a case in which service
splits incur extra processing overhead, i.e. the processing
overhead is needed for synchronization purposes between the
sub-tasks of a given application to complete a processing task.
Note that we only consider the processing overhead since
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the communication traffic proportional power consumption
is almost negligible in terms of its influence on decision
making as network equipment’s’ idle power is 60% - 90% of
the maximum power. For the processing overhead, we have
assumed a fraction of the maximum power consumption at
a serving node is added on top to form the total power con-
sumption. As shown in the illustrative example in Figure 30,
a given service is split unto three serving nodes (S1- S3),
hence synchronization links annotated by green dashed lines
are established among the serving nodes. Therefore, each
serving node for the service in question consumes an extra
processing overhead

FIGURE 30. Illustrative example of splitting overhead.

Before introducing the MILP model, the additional param-
eters and variables are defined as follows:
Application Parameters:

ψd PUE of processing device d ∈ P.

Variables:

λsd1,d2 λsd1d2 = 1, if there is synchronization traffic of
service s ∈ S between processing node d1 ∈ P
and d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1, otherwise λsd1,d2 = 0.

λd1,d2 Synchronization traffic between processing
nodes d1 ∈ P and d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1.

λd1,d2m,n Synchronization traffic between processing
node d1 ∈ P and d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1, traversing
link m, n, where m ∈ N and n ∈ Nm.

λ
(sync)
i Synchronization traffic on node i ∈ N.
ρsd1,d2 Processing overhead resulting from splitting

the service request of source node s ∈ S,
between processing nodes d1 ∈ P and
d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1.

The total power consumption equations remain intact
except for an additional equation which accounts for synchro-
nization processing overhead and this is defined as follows:

Processing Power Consumption Overhead Due to Syn-
chronization:∑

s∈S

∑
d1∈P

∑
d2∈P:
d26=d1

ρsd1,d2.E
(i)
d2.ψd2 (41)

Additional Constraint:

∑
n∈Nm

λd1,d2m,n −
∑
n∈Nm

λd1,d2n,m =


λd1,d2, m=d1
−λd1,d2, m=d2
0, otherwise

∀d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P,m ∈ N : d1 6= d2. (42)

Constraint (42) conserves synchronization traffic from the
source node to the destination node. It ensures that the total
incoming traffic at a node is equal to the total outgoing traffic
of that node; unless the node in question is either the source
node or the destination node.

λsd1,d2 ≤ �
s,d1

∀s ∈ S, d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P : d1 6= d2 (43)

λsd1,d2 ≤ �
s,d2
∀s ∈ S, d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P : d1 6= d2 (44)

λsd1,d2 ≥
(
�s,d1

+�s,d2
)
− 1

∀s ∈ S, d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P : d1 6= d2 (45)

Constraints (43) to (45) are used in the linearization of the
product of binary variables �s,d1 and �s,d2, where s ∈ S
d1 ∈ P and d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1.

ρsd1,d2 = λ
s
d1,d2.CPUs.φ

∀s ∈ S, d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P : d1 6= d2 (46)

Constraint (46) ensures that the total synchronization pro-
cessing overhead resulting from splitting the service request
of source node s ∈ S, between processing nodes d1 ∈ P and
d2 ∈ P : d2 6= d1 is realized.

λ
(sync)
i =

∑
d1∈P

∑
d2∈P:
d26=d1

λd1,d2m,n +
∑
d1∈P

∑
n∈Nm:

d16=m,m∈P

λd1,mn,m

∀m ∈ N (47)

Constraint (47) ensures that egress and ingress synchroniza-
tion traffic on node i ∈ N is accounted for.

λd1,d2 =
∑
s∈S

(
λsd1,d2.BWs

)
∀d1 ∈ P, d2 ∈ P : d1 6= d2 (48)

Constraint (48) ensures that, the total communication demand
between d1 ∈ P and d2 ∈ P, where d2 6= d1 is
achieved.

A. POWER CONSUMPTION EVALUATION
The power consumption evaluations within this section are
based on the assumption that each sub-task requires 1%
or 10% of the total processing workload allocated to a
serving node. Note that the number of task splits has not
been constrained. The evaluation considers Scenario #1,
Scenario #2 and Scenario #3 in the capacitated case, since the
results in the previous section showed the largest number of
splits occurred in these scenarios. Therefore, it is of interest
to investigate the extent to which the processing overhead
impacts the decision in terms of consolidating workloads in
fewer processing nodes.
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Scenario #1:
In previous evaluations, the task splitting case in the

capacitated setting produced substantial savings during low
workloads such as Scenario #1. After having considered
the processing overhead due to synchronization, the results
in Figure 32(a), indicate that for a small overhead such as 1%,
task splitting is predominantly favorable and the only time
services are consolidated in fewer servers is when the work-
load is very high i.e. ≥ 9000 MIPS. In such cases, although
the model could have made use of splitting, instead it decided
to consolidate the services in the AF server with a much
higher idle power, associated PUE and networking overhead
in return for much better processing efficiency compared to
IoTs and CF nodes. Moreover, when processing overhead
is increased to 10%, even for very small workloads such as
2000 MIPS, the placement decision is already impacted and
the services are consolidated on the CF nodes, as can be seen
in Figure 32(b). Also in Figure 32(a), at 5000 MIPS, the
original solution with no overhead (S1| No_OH) decided to
split the total workload among the same IoT group because
there was enough capacity offered by the IoT devices, which
resulted in 5 task splits. The current solution has done the
same number of splits but due to the extra processing over-
head imposed by synchronization, the aggregate capacity of
the IoTs in the same group has been fully utilized, hence the
CF node is activated as it saves more power than activating
the higher layer fog nodes. The general trend shows that even
at very small overhead (e.g. 1%), task splitting, in the long
run, is not an efficient choice as can be seen in Figure 32(a)
with the increase in workload, the services are placed higher
and higher up the network hierarchy so that service requests
can be consolidated on fewer servers. As shown in Figure 31,
the total power consumption is increased by up to 42%,
considering 10% overhead compared to the optimization sce-
nario with no overhead (No_OH). In contrast, for a very high
workload such as 10,000 MIPS, the power overhead was up
to 5%. This is because, in the original solution (No_OH), all
of the CF nodes across the network topology in Figure 1 were
utilized, which makes the total power consumption compara-
ble to that of the current solutions with overheads due to the
network.
Scenario #2:
In this scenario, the number of IoT source nodes has

increased, hence the total workload has also increased. As can
be seen in Figure 34(a), for workloads of 2000 MIPS,
the number of service splits have dropped from 10 with no
processing overhead to 9, considering the 1% of process-
ing overhead. This confirms the previous observations in
Scenario #1 that despite some overhead, for very low
demands, task splitting does still introduce power savings,
which is up to 67% considering 1% overhead compared to
processing in the cloud, whilst this power saving drops to
42% when the overhead is increased to 10% as can be seen
in Figure 33. This is mainly due to the difference between
local processing on IoT devices and CF servers that are based
in different parts of the network. Consistent with previous

FIGURE 31. Power consumption of fog with/out overheads compared
with the baseline solution in Scenario #1.

FIGURE 32. Workload distribution in Scenario #1 during (a) 1%
processing overhead, (b) 10% processing overhead.

FIGURE 33. Power consumption of fog with/out overheads compared
with the baseline solution in Scenario #2.

observations, the MF becomes the dominant choice due to
its processing efficiency as this was the case before the syn-
chronization overhead, if anything, synchronization overhead
will provide even further incentives to utilize the MF servers.
Scenario #3:
In this scenario, due to the distribution of the IoT source

nodes, for low workload volumes and an overhead of 1%,
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FIGURE 34. Workload distribution in Scenario #2 during (a) 1% CPU
overhead, (b) 10% processing overhead.

task splitting is still favorable although the number of splits
has decreased compared to the case with no synchronization
overheads due to the intervention of the CF servers, as can
be observed in Figure 36(a). In order for an IoT source node
to access the resources of another IoT device to process
its request, an ONU device must be activated, hence utiliz-
ing the CF servers with larger capacity would be a better
packing option as it will drop the number of service splits,
consequently consolidating the workloads in fewer servers
to avoid the extra power cost due to the overheads. It has
already been established that, when source nodes have low
workloads and there are enough idle processing resources on
the IoT devices, task splitting can always produce significant
savings as shown in Figure 35 at 2000 MIPS regardless of
the synchronization overhead. However, when the overhead is
low (i.e. 1%) and there are enough resources available on the

FIGURE 35. Power consumption of fog with/out overheads compared
with the baseline solution in Scenario #3.

lower fog layers (IoT and CF), the model chooses to always
perform task splitting, regardless of the networking overhead
incurred to access the lower fog devices in different parts
of the network. Moreover, when the processing overhead is
increased to 10%, task splitting is no longer the favorable
choice, predominantly as can be seen in Figure 36(b). The
total power savings drop from up to 63% with no processing
overhead to up to 28% with 10% overhead as can be seen
in Figure 35.

FIGURE 36. Workload distribution in Scenario #3 during
(a) 1% processing overhead, (b) 10% processing overhead.

VII. ENERGY EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING (EEDP) HEURISTIC
The service placement problem over the distributed process-
ing architecture depicted in Figure 1 is computationally costly
to solve as it is a non-deterministic polynomial (NP)-hard
problem. Generally, due to the NP-hard nature of placement
problems, it is impossible to devise heuristic algorithms that
can find the optimal solution within polynomial time [89].
The simplest case of our models, i.e. the service placement
with non-splittable tasks with P = 29 placement locations
(20 IoTs, 4 CFs, 2 AFs, 1 MF, 2 DCs) would require evalu-
ating a number of possible solutions that can be in the order
of
∑P
ρ=1

P!
P−ρ , where ρ is the number of processing servers.

Evidently, this kind of exhaustive method is something that
must be totally avoided as it is not feasible to implement
such models in real-time for large scale networks. Therefore,
heuristic methods can be developed to mitigate this issue
as they can provide simple and fast operations in real-time
with performances that may approach that of the optimal
MILP solution. In this direction, the optimal results of the
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MILP model for smaller networks can serve as a bench-
marking tool to measure the performance of the developed
heuristic.

We have tailored the operation of the EEDP heuristic
algorithm towards approximating the results of the MILP
model for the case of splittable tasks in a capacitated net-
work, in Section V(3). This is because this scenario was the
most energy efficient among the different cases investigated.
The flowchart of the EEDP heuristic is shown in Figure 37.
It is important to note that all the assumptions of the model
under consideration are upheld. Note that we have relaxed
the splitting constraint in (22) for both the MILP model and
the EEDP heuristic by setting the value of K to |P|. Based
on the insights from the results of Section V(3), due to the
high idle power of processing servers, the model tends to
consolidate the placement in larger processing nodes when
the capacity of the IoT and CF layer is violated during high
workloads. Thus, the heuristic starts by summing the CPU
demands to ensure that servers with high idle power are
efficiently packed. The algorithm then checks whether or
not the total demand (D) can be hosted by the IoT source
(SRC) nodes themselves, if the answer to this is ‘‘yes’’,

FIGURE 37. Heuristic flowchart.

then the total power consumption resulting from processing
D locally at source nodes will be calculated. This is because
if local computation suffices, there is no need to search the
set of all IoTs and hence this reduces the complexity of the
heuristic. Then, the sum of the demands in D is allocated
to the remaining processing layers sequentially and the total
power consumption (network and processing) is calculated.
The network power consumption is calculated by routing the
traffic via the minimum hop routing algorithm [56] to the
relevant processing node(s). The EEDP algorithm then com-
pares the total power consumption of all the processing layers
and terminates by choosing the allocation that results in the
minimum power consumption for processing the sum of the
CPU demands in D. It is worthy of mentioning that we have
only considered the idle power of the networking equipment
as this accounts for up to 90% of their maximum power as has
been shown in Table 2, however, the algorithm can easily be
updated to account for the proportional power consumption
of networking equipment should that be necessary.

Figure 38 shows the performance of the EEDP heuristic
compared with that of the MILP models in terms of the
average power savings across all the evaluated workloads
(1000 MIPS – 10,000 MIPS) in all four scenarios. Note that
due to the complexity of the MILP model, we limited the
value of K to 5 in all of our evaluations in this work, however,
we have removed this constraint in this section for both the
EEDP heuristic and theMILPmodel by setting the value of K
to the number of available processing nodes across all layers
(i.e.K = |P|), as complexity is not a limitation anymore. As a
result, in S #1 there are further savings of 6%when comparing
K = |P| with K = 5; and the MILP and the EEDP heuristic
are in agreement. The saving is because there are enough IoT
resources within the same network and hence the heuristic
can split the total demand D among as many low-power IoT
nodes as possible. It is important to note that splitting among
many IoT nodes will not produce further savings if the IoT
nodes are located in different parts of the network as shown
by the results of the second MILP that has K = |P|.

FIGURE 38. Average power consumption of the MILP model in
Section V(3) compared with that of the EEDP heuristic.

In Scenario #2 (S #2), the heuristic produces compara-
ble savings to that of the second MILP model. Note here,
the prospect of unlimited service splits does not produce
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further savings unlike S #1 because the aggregate capacity
of the low-power IoT nodes within the same network is no
longer able to process the total demand in D, hence activating
servers with higher capacity and idle power is more energy
efficient than splitting the demand amongmultiple low-power
IoT nodes that are located in different parts of the network.

The heuristic performs poorly in Scenario #3 (S #3) due
to the distribution of the source nodes. The gap in the aver-
age savings compared to the optimal solution (both MILP
models) is approximately 23%. This is because the heuristic
is not able to differentiate between the CF servers in terms
of the number of network hops between the source nodes
and the connected CF nodes. In a distribution such as S #3,
the optimal choice is to allocate each demand to the CF server
with the minimum number of network hops as is the case
in the MILP model, however since we are dealing with the
sum of the demands (D), this is not possible in the heuristic.
Also, due to the exhaustive nature of the MILP model, differ-
ent processing combinations that involve multiple processing
layers are considered, however, this increases the complexity
of the heuristic drastically and therefore we do not consider
this aspect, hence there will be a gap in savings compared
to the MILP model. As shown in Figure 38, S #4, the MILP
models produce better savings as they can offload the extra
workload to the low-power IoT nodes to prevent the activation
of an additional server at the MS layer, this is observed in
Figure 27 during workloads of 4000 MIPS and 8000 MIPS.

The EEDP heuristic is examined by considering the same
scenarios as the MILP model in Section V(3) as well as the
network topology shown in Figure 1. The EEDP heuristic
took 0.038 seconds to evaluate the worst-case scenario which
is S #4 using a computer running on an Intel i-7 CPU with
16 GB of RAM. The MILP took 20 minutes to evaluate the
same scenario.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This article has investigated the energy efficiency of dis-
tributed processing based on the concept of fog computing for
resource-intensive visual-based applications in the context of
IoT. A practical PON access network has been used to aggre-
gate the IoT traffic towards the cloud DC, via the metro and
core networking layers. We developed several MILP models
to help us produce a comparative study of the performance
of the fog approach in different circumstances, which call
for different solutions. The service placement problem was
investigated, casting the problem into two main areas of net-
work designs; namely, the capacitated problem that is mainly
concerned with solutions applicable to a short-term basis
as opposed to the un-capacitated counterpart that applies
to the longer-term basis. In the latter case where resources
are un-capacitated, we studied the performance of the fog
approach, given that IoT service tasks are non-splittable.
For low workloads, results showed significant power sav-
ings of up to 90% compared to the baseline solution, which
is due to the difference between local computation on
low-power IoT nodes and high-end servers inside cloud DCs.

However, during relatively higher workloads, the power sav-
ings dropped to 30% due to the activation of higher capacity
fog nodes in the metro layer and/or high-end servers inside
cloud DCs. For the capacitated problem, the limited process-
ing resources available at the IoT and CF layers motivated us
to study the prospect of improved server packing through the
concept of task splitting. Results showed, for the maximum
number of splits, substantial power savings of up to 88%
was achieved compared to 46% with non-splittable services.
However, during high workload volumes, task splitting intro-
duced no savings, and services were consolidated in fewer
servers located at the MF and cloud layers.

We further extended our studies to include the impact of
the processing overhead that is needed for the inter-service
communication among sub-tasks of a given application ser-
vice. The results showed that the extra processing overhead
between IoT sub-tasks has a great influence on the total
number of task splits. The impact was evident in Scenario #1,
wherein the case with no overheads, the maximum number of
splits occurred. Whereas with the lowest overhead which was
1%, the maximum number of splits reduced from 3 to 2 for
the lowest ends of the workloads and for the higher workloads
this reduced from 5 to 0 as consolidating processing in the
AF node was more energy efficient than splitting the services
among the lower layer devices such as the IoTs and CFs. The
results demonstrated that deploying SP-DCs in the cloud did
not perform better than the fog except in Scenario #4 where
the workload levels and the number of requests were high.
It was observed that SP-DCs yielded total savings of up to
50% compared to processing in GP-DC, whilst the maxi-
mum power savings obtained was up to 30% using the fog
approach. This is a promising performance from the SP-DC
and these results demonstrate that for scenarios where the
workload is extremely high, deploying mini DCs in the fog
layers that are associatedwith high PUEs and are less efficient
in terms of processing per instruction, hosting services on
them brings no benefits when a highly efficient centralized
DC is available at the core network. As for the un-capacitated
problem, it was found that generally for high workloads,
building too many small fog nodes (CFs) was not a good
option in the long run, due to their limited resources and
processing efficiency (W/MIPS), hence, allocating services
to the metro fog and /or the cloud DC saved more power
due to their processing efficiency. We also built a simple
heuristic with a significant reduction in complexity to mimic
the behavior of the MILP model in Section V(3).

Motivated by these promising results, a number of research
directions for future work include developing optimization
models that account for latency metrics explicitly in the
objective function or the constraints since latency plays
an important role in mission-critical applications such as
real-time surveillance. Further areas of future work include
differentiating between CPU efficiencies by linking the num-
ber of instructions required by a low-power node as opposed
to a powerful node due to differences in their CPU archi-
tectures. Future work can also consider uncertainties in the
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TABLE 8. Analytic verification of the optimal choice in Scenario #4 at 5000 MIPS.

TABLE 9. Analytic verification of the optimal choice in Scenario #2 at 2000 MIPS.

TABLE 10. Analytic verification of the optimal choice in Scenario #4 at 1000 MIPS.

fog/ IoT environment i.e. a random number of workloads,
random size of workloads, etc. through modeling techniques
of stochastic linear programming optimization. Finally, it is

worth looking into duty cycling approaches (deep sleep
and/or shallow sleep) that can result in additional levels
of power consumption savings of network equipment and
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processing servers as it is clear that shutting nodes down
completely poses latency challenges during the startup phase.

APPENDIX
We consider boundary cases whose optimum service place-
ment solutions are known in advance and hence serves
as verification of the MILP results using simple analytic
closed-form expressions. The MILP model in section IV
forms the basis of the works in the subsequent sections, hence
it is crucial to validate the results of this model. The verifica-
tion process is composed of several checkpoints, in which the
proposed MILP model is validated against various carefully
selected scenarios (boundary cases) consisting of the case
where all the services are processed by (i) the general-purpose
DC (GP-DC), (ii) the access fog (AF), (iii) themetro fog (MF)
and (iv) finally the IoT devices. Although not exhaustive,
however, the aforementioned checkpoints ensure that all the
network and server elements between the IoT and the cloud
are verified in terms of their networking and processing
power consumption in one or more of the Selected boundary
cases / verification scenarios. The total power consumption
is verified by referring to the appropriate results figures in
the evaluation section accordingly. The verifications are sum-
marized in Table 8 – Table 10. In each table, reference is
made to the scenario that is being validated. The column
headings represent the power consumption at each layer of
the evaluated architecture while the row headings consist of
the network, processing, and total power consumption. It is
important to note that, the proportional power consumption
of the network is ignored (since it’s negligible compared to
the idle power consumption of the networking equipment
(and the servers processing power consumption), hence the
analytic calculations only account for idle network powers
and processing power consumption, for the sake of simplicity.
Also, for the equations in the processing row, the first value
is the network power consumption of the processing node,
the second is the server idle power consumption and the third
is the proportional power consumption per instruction. All
figures are calculated after PUE overhead.
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